
Call to Artists: Voices of Survivors Inspiring Hope Exhibition

Let your art be a beacon of inspiration. Contribute to an immersive experience that resonates with
survival, hope, and humanity while echoing the resilient voices of survivors from the Holocaust to
today. The Liberty Museum and Arts Center in Liberty, NY, and the Sullivan County Historical Society
Museum in Hurleyville, NY, will host this powerful display of art, poetry, prose, and photography.

If you are a survivor, a child or survivor, or have a biographical/memoir story to share, please follow
the prose guidelines, below. If you want to present in person, contact Hope to make arrangements.

Key Dates for Digital Submissions of art, poetry, prose and photography:
● March 29, 2024: Liberty Museum and Arts Center, Liberty, NY, (LMAC)
● July 29, 2024: Sullivan County Museum, Hurleyville, NY, (SCHSM)

Submission Guidelines:
● Paintings, photographs, and drawings need to be ready to be hung.

○ Size with frame not to exceed 24” x 36”
● Poetry and prose should be at least size 12 font and display ready.
● Submission is free; submission does not guarantee acceptance.
● Up to four items may be submitted.
● You are responsible for delivering and picking up your pieces. Details to follow acceptances.
● After the two museums, there will be an opportunity for items to be exhibited at The

Government Center, Monticello. Such images must be appropriate for young viewers.

Digital Submission Information for each piece, must include:
● Name of the Artist:
● Contact Information (Email and Phone, including area code):
● Title of the Piece:
● Price of the Piece, if it is for sale:
● Contact Information if the Piece is for Sale:
● Dimensions of the Ready-to-Display Piece:
● Artist’s Statement Connecting the Piece to the Theme:
● Acknowledgment of Originality: Your statement that this is your original piece.

Notifications: by April 15th for LMAC and August 15th for SCHSM

Artist’s Meet and Greet: If you wish to engage with the community through a meet and greet, we
will coordinate the scheduling of sessions.

This initiative builds on the success of the Dove-Daffodil-Dash event in October 2023, where a
community planted 500 yellow daffodil bulbs in remembrance of children who perished in the
Holocaust. Now, we expand with an arts component, focusing on the themes of Hope, Sanctuary,
Compassion, and Community.

For more information, go to Community Project — Hope's Compass (hopescompass.org) or email
hope@hopescompass.org


